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Abstract
Extracting geometric features from 3D models is a
common first step in applications such as 3D registration,
tracking, and scene flow estimation. Many hand-crafted
and learning-based methods aim to produce consistent
and distinguishable geometric features for 3D models with
partial overlap. These methods work well in cases where
the point density and scale of the overlapping 3D objects
are similar, but struggle in applications where 3D data
are obtained independently with unknown global scale and
scene overlap. Unfortunately, instances of this resolution
mismatch are common in practice, e.g., when aligning
data from multiple sensors. In this work, we introduce
a new normalization technique, Batch-Neighborhood
Normalization, aiming to improve robustness to mean-std
variation of local feature distributions that presumably
can happen in samples with varying point density. We
empirically demonstrate that the presented normalization
method’s performance compares favorably to comparison
methods in indoor and outdoor environments, and on a
clinical dataset, on common point registration benchmarks
in both standard and, particularly, resolution-mismatch settings. The source code and clinical dataset are available at
https://github.com/lppllppl920/NeighborhoodNormalizationPytorch.

1. Introduction
Estimating point correspondences between 3D models is
a key step in many computer vision tasks, e.g. 3D registration, tracking, and scene flow estimation pipelines. 3D descriptors facilitate this process by extracting discriminative
and consistent geometric features for estimating correspondences, including hand-crafted features [41, 22, 42, 52], and
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learning-based descriptors [54, 25, 13, 12, 19]. Learningbased descriptors have gained prominence in recent years,
achieving superior performance on common point cloud
registration benchmarks [54, 18], but in general, these methods assume that the point density or resolution of different
point clouds is the same. This is a reasonable assumption
when using voxel grid downsampling to pre-process data
since the resolution depends on a fixed voxel size.
However, resolution mismatch can often occur when
data are not measured in physical 3D Euclidean space. Reconstructions from monocular videos, for example, are inherently scale-ambiguous. Without additional prior knowledge such as scene overlap ratio between samples, a consistent voxel size for grid downsampling is difficult to obtain,
inevitably leading to variable point density across samples.
Similarly, stereo camera setups are vulnerable to calibration errors that affect the accuracy of the depth estimation,
so that the choice of the camera affects point cloud resolution. Even when physical distances can be estimated or
measured from 3D sensors without errors, resolution mismatch can still arise due to hardware discretization, which
results in the same scene producing point clouds with different resolutions when captured from different distances.
High-resolution samples can be downsampled in this case,
but this leads to computation inefficiency and information
loss. Consequently, it is desirable to develop 3D geometric feature learning techniques that are robust to resolution
mismatch.
We hypothesize that the lack of robustness to resolution
mismatch is due in part to the global nature of common
normalization methods in convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), which are the basis of learning-based descriptors.
When two point clouds exhibit resolution mismatch, corresponding regions contain different numbers and distributions of points, making a common feature representation
more difficult to learn. This is especially challenging when
global scales of samples are unknown, which, without ad-
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ditional prior knowledge, is inevitable in the case of reconstruction from monocular videos and calibration errors described above. By incorporating local point cloud statistics into internal normalization layers, we aim to improve
the expressivity of the network across resolutions. We draw
further inspiration from the contrast normalization approach
present in the human vision system [34], which lends credence to increasing local normalization.
Contributions:
Our main contributions are as follows: 1) We present a novel normalization technique,
Batch-Neighborhood Normalization (B-NHN), that aims to
increase the network’s robustness to task-irrelevant meanstd variation of local feature distribution, where resolution
mismatch that we try to deal with is a specific data variation potentially causing that. This technique is general and
can be applied to any neural network architecture having the
concept of convolution over local neighbors. Specifically,
on 3DMatch [54] and KITTI odometry [18] datasets for geometric descriptor benchmarking, we show that our method
performs favorably against the state-of-the-art on the standard benchmarks, and outperforms previous methods by a
large margin on the created resolution-mismatch ones. 2)
Additionally, we contribute a dataset of nasal cavities built
from CT scans to benchmark the performance of geometric
feature extraction methods on a medical video-CT registration task, where resolution mismatch is common.

2. Related Work
2.1. 3D Feature Descriptors
A great deal of research in 3D descriptors focuses on
hand-crafted geometric descriptors. Local hand-crafted descriptors often process low-level geometric features, such
as location, normal orientation, and curvature, with a handcrafted algorithmic pipeline. In general, these types of descriptors are robust to partial correspondence but have relatively low distinguishability. Other hand-crafted methods
use a global representation of shape, such as a functional
map [26, 23, 1, 16, 9, 40], to generate dense correspondences between shapes that may undergo isometric or nonisometric deformation. These methods have better descriptiveness but are often considered unsuitable in presence of
partial correspondence.
Early approaches to learning-based descriptors use datadriven parameterization to enhance the performance of
hand-crafted descriptors [29, 50, 5, 7] Learning-based
methods gained wider popularity with the advent of deep
learning, which facilitated both local and global descriptors. Local descriptors [54, 25, 13, 12, 19, 3] focus on extracting feature descriptors from a local patch around the
query point and usually have high generalizability across
datasets. Global descriptors [10], on the other hand, aim
to process the entire 3D data with a neural network in one

forward pass, producing element-wise dense feature descriptions. In this branch, many works aim at shape correspondence. Research has explored global 3D architectures for learning deep functional maps which can estimate
dense correspondences on shape pairs under various deformations [6, 28, 36, 8, 14, 21]. Some of these works [28, 14]
combine deep learning with functional maps and are reasonably robust to partial correspondence, but the requirement of mesh connectivity information renders them inapplicable to point cloud registration. FCGF [10], which uses
a global sparse voxelized architecture, aims at the task of
sparse correspondence estimation in point clouds, the context of our work, and demonstrated superior performance
on recent point cloud registration benchmarks [54, 18].

2.2. Normalization and Fusion Techniques
In recent years, many normalization techniques have
been developed. Batch normalization [24], which is widely
used, uses mini-batch statistics to approximate the larger
distribution during training. It has been shown to reduce
the internal covariate shift and smooth out the loss landscape [43], easing the optimization problem. Layer normalization [2] normalizes along all dimensions of a sample. Instance normalization [48] was originally developed
for style transfer. It is similar to layer normalization but, instead of normalizing each sample, normalizes each channel
in a sample independently. Group normalization [51] normalizes channels as different groups within a sample, tending to perform better than batch normalization in the case of
small batch size. Local normalization techniques have also
been proposed, such as local response normalization [27]
and local context normalization [38], where the value of the
center pixel or voxel is normalized using the statistics of its
neighborhoods along either channel dimension, spatial dimension, or both. Fusion methods sidestep the issue of normalization selection by combining multiple techniques in a
learnable proportion, potentially letting the network use the
advantages of each. These fusion techniques include batchinstance normalization [37], switchable normalization [33],
and sparse switchable normalization [45], and have shown
better performance compared to using a single type of normalization in certain tasks.

3. Methods
In this work, we address the task of sparse point correspondence estimation for point cloud data. We use a modified FCGF [10] as our backbone, introduced in Sec. 3.2.
The network takes a single point cloud sample as input
and aims to produce point-wise feature descriptions that
are consistent and distinctive across samples with overlap. To improve the robustness of the network to resolution mismatch across samples, we focus on developing a
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Figure 1. Procedure of Batch-Neighborhood Normalization with convolution. We use a dense 3D volume, with the size of 3x4x4,
here to demonstrate the procedure handled naively, as in Eq. 4 and 6. The indicated 3D convolution here has a kernel size of 3x3x3 with no
padding, and with both stride and dilation as 1. The input and output channel information is not shown here for simplicity. In this figure,
the input volume first computes its channel-wise batch-norm statistics, µB , σB ∈ RCin . Four 3x3x3 volume patches are then extracted
from the input volume with voxel overlap. The individual local statistics, µN (ui ) , σN (ui ) ∈ R1 , for each volume patch is then computed.
After fusing the mentioned two types of statistics with learnable parameters α1 , α2 ∈ R1 , the volume patches are normalized with the
corresponding fused statistics and then convolved with the 3D convolution filters to produce the output volume, which has a spatial size of
1x2x2. NHN is a special case of B-NHN where α1 , α2 are all zeros. Please refer to Sec. 3.1 for the definitions of the symbols above.

new normalization technique, (Batch-)Neighborhood Normalization in Sec. 3.1, to replace the commonly used ones.

3.1. Reducing Resolution-based Variation Through
Normalization
Resolution mismatch, i.e. point density mismatch in the
point cloud, is a specific type of data variation where the
number of points per unit volume varies. When the global
scales of samples are known, a simple convolution alternate, e.g. averaging aggregation mode in a PointConv-based
architecture, may already be good enough. However, in
this work, we focus on the more challenging case where
the scales are unknown and thus the resolution mismatch
cannot be even recognized. In this case, the convolutional
neural network may need to learn many sets of filters to
produce consistent feature descriptions across samples. Because the same actual receptive field can only be likely covered in different network layers for samples with resolution mismatch, the intermediate feature representations in
the same layer for these samples will vary. This leads to
the potential variation of the mean and standard deviation
of features. Therefore, we argue that removing or reducing
such variation before any convolution operation may reduce
the potential task-irrelevant information and thus improve
robustness. It could also help the network distribute more
resources on filters focusing on other variations that cannot be handled with normalization, such as spatial orientation. As a result, addressing variation introduced by resolution mismatch directly via normalization will potentially
increase its capability of producing consistent features for
samples with varying resolution and improve the expressivity of the network.

Based on the concepts above, we propose a new type of
local normalization technique, (Batch-)Neighborhood Normalization ((B-)NHN). Unlike the previous local normalization techniques, e.g. LRN [27] and LCN [38], that treat
the normalization as a standalone module, (B-)NHN is
tightly coupled with the subsequent convolution operation,
as shown in Fig. 1. Before a convolution kernel is applied
to a volume patch, (B-)NHN is first applied to ensure the
features in the patch are normalized. In the rest of this section, we describe NHN and B-NHN in the context of sparse
voxelized 3D convolution. We refer to NHN and B-NHN
as the basis for the NHN-Conv and B-NHN-Conv modules,
respectively. In our experiments, we mainly demonstrate
the benefit of the proposed normalization in the resolutionmismatch setting, but we emphasize that the technique is
general and should also improve the robustness of a network to other types of data variation that affect the mean
and standard deviation of local regions.
Cin
be a
Neighborhood Normalization. Let xin
u ∈ R
Cin -dimensional feature vector in 3D space, at u ∈ R3 . Denote the convolution kernel weights as W ∈ RM ×Cout ×Cin ,
where M is the size of the local neighborhood, and let
Wi ∈ RCout ×Cin denote the kernel weights at spatial offset i from center. Thus, the output of a regular voxelized
sparse 3D convolution at u is:
xout
u =

X

Wv−u xin
v

,

(1)

v∈N (u)

where N (u) is the local neighborhood of the voxel at u.
Let µN (u) ∈ R1 and σN (u) ∈ R1 be the mean and standard
deviation of the neighborhood, N (u), over both channel
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and spatial dimensions.
µN (u) =

2
σN
(u) =

1
|N (u) | · Cin

1
|N (u) | · Cin

X

v∈N (u)

X

1T xin
v

(2)

v∈N (u)

2
1T xin
(3)
v − µN (u) 1

where 1 ∈ RCin is the all-ones vector. The NHN-Conv operation, described below, consists of neighborhood normalization followed by a convolution.
!
!
X
xin
v − µN (u)
out
xu =
+β
,
Wv−u γ ◦
σ̂N (u)
v∈N (u)

(4)
where γ ∈ RCin and β ∈qRCin are per-channel scaling and
2
bias weights, σ̂N (u) = σN
(u) + ǫ, and ǫ prevents zero
division. ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, or element-wise
multiplication. Although Eq. 4 is intuitively simple, it requires inefficient duplication of memory, since the same input voxel may need to be normalized with different statistics
for each overlapping neighborhood window. Fortunately, a
reformulation of the equation solves this issue.
xout
u =

1
σ̂N (u)

µN (u)
−
σ̂N (u)

X

Wv−u

v∈N (u)

X


γ ◦ xin
v

Wv−u γ +

v∈N (u)

X

Wv−u β

. (5)

v∈N (u)

The equivalent formulation in Eq. 5 is desirable because
it decouples the computation of local statistics, µN (u) and
σN (u) , from the 3D convolution operation, removing unnecessary duplication. Further implementation details are
provided in the supplementary material.
Batch-Neighborhood Normalization. Though NHN
is well-suited to developing resolution-robust features, it
has the inherent property of removing local mean and variance information before applying convolution. In some applications, it may be beneficial to preserve a portion of that,
which leads to the introduction of Batch-Neighborhood
Normalization (B-NHN). As one might expect, B-NHN
fuses the channel-wise batch-norm statistics [24] and the
sample-wise statistics of the local neighborhood in a learnable manner. Like NHN, B-NHN is not a standalone operation but is performed along with the subsequent convolution, resulting in the B-NHN-Conv layer:
X
xout
Wv−u x̂in
, where
(6)
u =
v
v∈N (u)

x̂in
v

=γ◦

xin
v

− (1 − α1 )µN (u) − α1 µB
1−α2
α2
σ̂N
(u) · σ̂B

!

+β

, (7)

Figure 2. Overall network architecture. 3DConv stands for
sparse 3D convolution, where the three numbers are kernel size
along one spatial dimension, stride size, and output channel size.
B-NHN-Conv is defined in Eq. 6 and the numbers have the same
meaning as those in 3DConv. ResBlock is a residual block of BNHN-Conv layers, shown on the upper-left corner. The skipping
arrows mean skip connection with a concatenation operation. Unpooling is a nearest neighbor upsampling operation that copies the
value of an input voxel to all occupied ones in a 2x2x2 region of
the output volume. We replaced the combination of B-NHN-Conv
and Unpooling with the transposed version of B-NHN-Conv, in
the experiments of the standard 3DMatch benchmark. In KITTI
benchmarks, the kernel sizes of the 1st and 4th layers are 5 instead of 7. In other experiments, we used the one in the figure.
When NHN is used instead, all B-NHN-Convs are replaced with
NHN-Conv layers.

where µB ∈ RCin p
and σB ∈ RCin are the batch-norm statisσB2 + ǫ. α1 ∈ R1 and α2 ∈ R1 are
tics, and σ̂B =
the learnable fusion parameters that control the portion of
batch and neighborhood information in the mean and standard deviation, respectively. Note the vector division is simple element-wise or Hadamard division. Fig. 1 visualizes
the B-NHN-Conv operation for multiple neighborhoods in
a single-channel input volume. α1 controls an arithmetic
weighting of batch and neighborhood means, and α2 controls a geometric mean of the standard deviations. The geometric mean here is to enable an efficient reformulation,
similar to Eq. 5:
xout
u

=

1
1−α2
σ̂N
(u)

X

Wv−u

v∈N (u)

− (1 − α1 )

µN (u)
1−α2
σ̂N
(u)



γ
in
xv − α 1 µ B + β
σ̂Bα2
X
γ
Wv−u α2 . (8)
σ̂B



v∈N (u)

3.2. Network Architecture
Because we specifically confront the resolution mismatch setting, we use a global 3D architecture for descriptor
learning. This is because local 3D descriptors usually crop
a region with a fixed radius around the point of interest and
extract feature representations based on that region. In the
case of resolution mismatch with unknown global scales,
regions with a fixed radius may contain dramatically different amounts of the actual, real-world volume. A global
3D architecture is better suited to this resolution mismatch
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because it has a receptive field that theoretically encompasses the entire volume, regardless of resolution. Intermediate layers in the network can therefore encode both local
geometric and global context information of the entire 3D
scene. In principle, this allows for encoding similar representations of an object with different resolutions.
FCGF [10] is a voxelized sparse CNN with encoderdecoder architecture and skipping connections, one of the
first methods to apply a global architecture to 3D descriptor
learning for sparse correspondence estimation. It achieves
superior performance on the 3DMatch and KITTI registration benchmark [54, 18], and so we use the FCGF architecture with modification as the primary backbone for our
proposed method. Fig. 2 shows the overall network architecture and we refer to this architecture as Mink., short for
MinkowskiNet, in the following sections. Loss function.
Whereas the original FCGF uses hardest contrastive (HC)
loss [10], we use the relative response (RR) loss in [30].
We observe that the performance of HC loss is much worse
in the resolution-mismatch benchmark than in the standard
one. This may be due to the need to dynamically adjust
the hyperparameters based on the relative resolution for a
given sample pair. For each sampled point correspondence
in the ground truth, RR loss compares the source point feature embedding with the features of all points in the target
sample, maximizing the similarity between features in the
ground truth and the estimated point correspondence while
minimizing the similarity of all non-corresponding points.
Let Ut be the set of all point locations in the target sample, G be a random subset of ground truth point correspondences between source and target sample. Let fus s and fut t
be the geometric features of source and target location us
and ut , respectively. The RR loss is expressed as
1
Lrr = −
|G|

s

X

(us ,ut )∈G

log

t

eσfus ·fut
P
s ·f t
σfu
u
s
u∈Ut e
− log

!


|Ut |
N



generate. Section 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 provide greater details
about the data processing for each benchmark, respectively;
here, we provide a brief overview of the experiments and
the resolution mismatch setting generated for each. Fig. 3
shows sample pairs from each dataset in the case of resolution mismatch, with colors representing the learned feature
embedding from our descriptor.
First, the 3DMatch [54] dataset contains indoor scenes
processed from RGB-D images into point clouds. To generate the resolution mismatch benchmark, we use the same
hyperparameters as [54], but instead of sampling points
from a TSDF volume, we use the Marching Cubes [32] algorithm to extract a triangular mesh surface, from which we
take the vertices as a point cloud. Compared with applying operations such as voxel grid downsampling on point
clouds, applying a remeshing operation, e.g. ACVD [49],
on meshes more accurately simulates the resolution variation encountered in practice. This is because it allows for
sampling along the surface while preserving mesh geometry. Second, the KITTI odometry dataset [18] depicts outdoor environments, captured using a lidar sensor. Because
no mesh surfaces can be extracted from lidar data, we simply used voxel grid downsampling to mimic the resolution
variation in the resolution-mismatch benchmark. We split
both KITTI and 3DMatch according to [10].
Finally, we present a dataset of nasal cavity volumes
to evaluate our NHN-based descriptor for the application
of video-CT registration [4]. To produce this data, we
have built a statistical shape model of the entire nasal cavity using 52 CT scans collected from The Cancer Imaging
Archive [11]. The shape model was generated using the
PCA-based method in [46]. As with 3DMatch, we generate the resolution mismatch variant of this data by applying
a grid downsampling after remeshing. The data split was
determined using a different range of mode weights of the
shape model in the training, validation, and testing phase.

(9)

where σ is a scale factor to enlarge the value range of feature
correlation and N is a constant factor. To account for the
fact that the size of the input 3D point cloud could vary, we
add a second term, as shown above, to make sure the loss
value for samples of various sizes is consistent. This term
does not affect the gradient but is important for monitoring
progress during training.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our approach on standard benchmark
datasets 3DMatch [54] and KITTI [18], as well as on a clinical dataset of nasal cavities, in both the standard resolution setting and the resolution mismatch setting, which we

4.1. Training
For each benchmark, we train the FCGF network using
the SGD
 optimizer withmomentum 0.9 and cyclic learning
rate ∈ 10−4 , 7 × 10−4 . For the RR loss, we set σ = 20
and, for each sample, use 10 random positive pairs for loss
calculation per iteration. For models with B-NHN, all pairs
of α1 and α2 are initialized with 0.5 in the standard benchmarks. In the resolution-mismatch ones, two-stage training
is adopted. All parameters except α1 and α2 , which are
fixed to 0.0, are trained to convergence; the whole network
is then jointly fine-tuned. For all experiments, the network
is trained until the validation performance plateaus and the
batch size is 4. Data augmentation is different for each
dataset and is described below for each result.
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4.2. Evaluation Metrics

Method

We use two common evaluation metrics reported in previous works [53, 20, 10]. To evaluate descriptor performance, we report the feature-match recall for each dataset.
Additionally, for the KITTI standard benchmark, we evaluate relative translation and rotation errors.
Feature-match recall. Intuitively, feature-match recall measures the percentage of sample pairs where the random sample consensus (RANSAC) method [17] can recover
the ground truth pose with high confidence. It is defined as

Is =

M
1 X
✶ (Is > τ2 ) , where
M s=1
X

✶ kT ∗ xi − yj k2 < τ1 .

R=

(10)

1
Ns

(11)

(i,j)∈Ωs

M is the number of sample pairs for evaluation. (i, j) denotes an element of the found correspondence set, Ωs , of
the sample pair s. x and y respectively come from the first
and second samples under matching. T ∗ ∈ SE (3) is the
ground truth pose. τ1 is the inlier distance threshold and τ2
is the inlier recall threshold. Same as [10], for each point
of the smaller sample in a pair, the one in the other sample
that has the most similar feature description is treated as the
found correspondence. No further pruning is applied to the
correspondence set. Also, following the convention of [10],
we use Ns , the number of points of the smaller sample in s.
Because Ns ≥ |Ωs |, this results in a feature-match recall no
larger than if Eq. 11 were to have |Ωs | in place of Ns .
Relative translation and rotation error. The Relative
Translation Error (RTE) and Relative Rotation Error (RRE)
measure the registration errors after RANSAC initialization, using the extracted features. This is an indirect measurement of feature quality, which we report for the KITTI
standard benchmark, following common convention. RTE
is defined as t̂ − t∗ 2 , where t̂ and t∗ are the estimated
and ground truth translation, respectively. RRE is defined
as arccos ((Tr(R̂T R∗ ) − 1)/2), where R̂ and R∗ are the
estimated and ground truth rotation matrices, respectively.

4.3. 3DMatch
Standard benchmark. First, we evaluate our descriptor on the standard 3DMatch benchmark, as in [54], which
assumes all samples have the same resolution. To preprocess 3DMatch, point cloud data are first downsampled
with a grid size of 5cm. We then apply training augmentations, including full-range random rotation and random
scaling ∈ [0.8, 1.2]. In this experiment, we mainly evaluate normalization techniques when used in the state-ofthe-art descriptor learning architecture FCGF [10]. These
include the commonly used BatchNorm (BN) [24], InstanceNorm (IN) [48], and Batch-InstanceNorm (BIN) [37]; as

τ2 = .05

τ2 = .10

τ2 = .20

τ2 = .30

KPConv [47]
0.798
0.517
0.163
0.050
PPNet [31]
0.478
0.250
0.057
0.015
PointNet++ [39]
0.471
0.201
0.026
0.002
0.001
0.00
0.00
0.00
DCM-Net [44]
0.935
0.852
0.613
0.401
FCGF [10] (5cm)
Mink.+BN
0.924
0.832
0.588
0.387
Mink.+IN
0.607
0.359
0.136
0.054
Mink.+BIN
0.692
0.422
0.157
0.049
Mink.+NHN
0.866
0.670
0.357
0.166
Mink.+B-NHN
0.933
0.852
0.634
0.428
Table 1. Evaluation of feature-match recall in the 3DMatch
standard benchmark. All models in this table were trained and
evaluated using the point cloud data downsampled with the grid
size of 5 cm. The results of FCGF were estimated using the pretrained model provided by [10]. Note that we did not include the
results of FCGF with 2.5cm grid size here, which is the state-ofthe-art result reported in [10], for a fair comparison. For B-NHN,
α1 and α2 are 0.63 ± 0.48 and 0.64 ± 0.31, respectively.

well as the proposed Neighborhood Normalization (NHN)
and Batch-Neighborhood Normalization (B-NHN). We do
not include Local Context Normalization (LCN) [38], as described in Sec. 2.2, in this analysis because adapting LCN
would require the integral image calculation, an intrinsically serial operation [15], of every internal 3D feature map
over the sparse volume data, making it impractical in typical applications for point cloud correspondence estimation.
In addition to FCGF, we evaluate the performance of other
representative 3D architectures [47, 13, 39, 44] which excel at dense prediction tasks like semantic segmentation.
Adapting such architectures to make them suitable as 3D
descriptors and thereby enable a fair comparison requires
some slight modifications, the details of which are provided
in the supplementary material. Results are shown in Table 1, which lists the feature-match recall for all methods at
τ1 = 10cm and τ2 = 0.05. When using other normalization
techniques with Mink., such as BN, IN, and BIN, other than
NHN and B-NHN, we substitute the B-NHN-Conv modules
with the normalization module following with a normal 3D
convolution for a fair comparison.
Resolution-mismatch benchmark. In this benchmark, we evaluate the performance of 3D descriptors when
a sample pair may contain models with different resolutions. During training, we simulate resolution variation by
applying ACVD [49] to meshes with random target edge
length ∈ [3, 30] cm. In addition, full-range random rotation
was used for training augmentation. Note that in both training and evaluation, the network input is still a point cloud,
which consists of vertices of the remeshed sample. All the
following experiments involving remeshing operations also
converted remeshed samples to point clouds as network input. To generate a sparse 3D volume as input for voxelized
sparse CNN architectures (FCGF and Mink.), we further
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{1, 1.5, 2}

φ
τ2
KPConv [47]
PPNet [31]
PointNet++ [39]
FCGF [10]
Mink.+BN
Mink.+IN
Mink.+BIN
Mink.+NHN
Mink.+B-NHN

{2.5, 3, 3.5}

{4, 4.5, 5}

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

0.121
0.043
0.004
0.421
0.380
0.206
0.106
0.468
0.494

0.024
0.007
0.000
0.220
0.174
0.066
0.012
0.265
0.289

0.002
0.000
0.000
0.070
0.046
0.009
0.001
0.085
0.106

0.015
0.074
0.014
0.354
0.354
0.271
0.168
0.497
0.521

0.004
0.014
0.003
0.112
0.127
0.084
0.022
0.270
0.308

0.000
0.003
0.001
0.009
0.015
0.013
0.001
0.059
0.091

0.034
0.141
0.042
0.414
0.438
0.362
0.257
0.528
0.579

0.009
0.032
0.010
0.156
0.185
0.150
0.056
0.294
0.366

0.003
0.007
0.002
0.012
0.024
0.025
0.003
0.064
0.104

Table 2. Evaluation of feature-match recall in the 3DMatch
resolution-mismatch benchmark. The same operation is also
applied to other tables that show results under the resolutionmismatch setting. Here and in the following benchmarks, unless
stated otherwise, ”FCGF” indicates that we trained the original architecture in [10] with the same setting as Mink.. For B-NHN, α1
and α2 are 0.07 ± 0.12 and 0.04 ± 0.15, respectively.

applied grid downsampling to the point cloud with a grid
size equal to the sampled target edge length. This is to simulate the case of resolution mismatch without knowledge of
global scales. For methods [39] that use point locations as
input features, the samples are further scaled to equalize the
average edge lengths to remove the global scale information. The same processing is applied to other resolutionmismatch benchmarks. During evaluation, the target edge
lengths were 3 cm and 1.5φ cm for a sample pair. φ was
set to 9 numbers ∈ [1, 5]; for each φ value, all testing sample pairs, same as the standard benchmark, were evaluated.
The inlier distance threshold τ1 is set to 3φ cm to allow
for more error in coarser-resolution samples, thus the results for different sets of φ are not directly comparable. We
did not evaluate local descriptors for reasons mentioned in
Sec. 3.2 and the time-consuming data pre-processing procedures that make training infeasible. Table 2 lists the featurematch recall performance of all evaluated methods under
various sample resolution ratio φ and inlier ratio threshold
τ2 . Note that, in all the resolution-mismatch benchmarks,
the results for each set of φ are averaged for display purposes. As can be seen, Mink.+B-NHN achieved top performance in all three sets of resolution ratio φ. It also shows
that PointConv-based methods [47, 31] with averaging aggregation alone cannot handle this task well.

4.4. KITTI
Standard benchmark. As in [53, 10], we use lidar
point cloud data and GPS information provided in the
KITTI odometry dataset for 3D descriptor evaluation. In the
standard benchmark, a point cloud was downsampled with a
grid size of 0.3 m. Training augmentation consisted of a single random scaling ∈ [0.8, 1.2] per sample pair. For evaluation, we report registration performance and feature-match
recall, with τ1 = 0.3 m and τ2 ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. Table 3
lists the performance of 3DFeat [53], FCGF [10] and Mink.
with various normalization methods. When evaluating the
registration performance, we reduce the maximum times of

Figure 3. Visualization of 3D feature descriptions produced
with B-NHN. The displayed sample pairs with mismatched resolutions are from the 3DMatch, clinical, and KITTI datasets. Features were generated by Mink.+B-NHN. For display purposes,
each vertex of the meshes in the figure was assigned with the output feature embedding of the spatially closest point in the corresponding point clouds. The feature descriptions were mapped to
scalar values with UMAP [35] and displayed in the JET colormap.

validation in RANSAC from 10000 in [10] to 1000 for the
ease of experiments. This results in a slight increase in error
for all methods. As in Table 3, Mink.+B-NHN outperforms
all comparison methods. The notable feature-match recall
performance difference between Mink.+BN and FCGF, we
believe, is mainly due to the different loss design, where we
use RR loss, described in 3.2, for network training instead
of hardest contrastive (HC) loss [10]. Potentially, this could
also result from the mild point density variation within a
downsampled point cloud, since we observe that HC loss
performed inferior to RR loss in all resolution-mismatch
benchmarks. Because RANSAC [17] is robust to outliers,
as in Table 3, the differences of registration performance of
all normalization techniques with Mink. are negligible.
Resolution-mismatch benchmark. In this benchmark, we downsampled the point cloud with a random grid
size ∈ [0.15, 1.5] m for training. Feature-match recall was
used as the evaluation metric. During evaluation, the target edge lengths were 0.15 m and 0.075φ m for a sample
pair. φ was set to 9 numbers ∈ [1, 5]; for each φ value,
all testing sample pairs were evaluated. The inlier distance
threshold τ1 is set to 0.15φ m to allow for more error in
coarser-resolution samples. Results are shown in Table 4.

4.5. Nasal Cavity
Finally, we evaluate 3D descriptors for the task of videoCT registration [4], using our dataset of nasal cavity volumes. This corresponds to one of our envisioned target
applications where the resolution-mismatch problem is inevitable without additional prior knowledge. Because large
amounts of ground truth data are difficult to obtain for real
nasal cavities, the dataset has been built from simulation using a statistical shape model of the nasal cavity, as described
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Method
FMR(τ2 = 0.1)
FMR(τ2 = 0.2)
FMR(τ2 = 0.3)
RRE(°)
STD(°)
RTE(cm)
STD(cm)
Success rate(%)

∗

3DFeat

FCGF

Mink.+BN

˜+IN

˜+BIN

˜+NHN

˜+B-NHN

φ

N/A
N/A
N/A
0.57
0.46
25.90
26.20
95.97

0.810
0.395
0.117
0.283
0.314
8.05
7.76
99.10

0.912
0.569
0.076
0.234
0.236
6.48
6.13
98.92

0.908
0.589
0.065
0.232
0.205
6.51
5.54
98.92

0.923
0.681
0.114
0.235
0.250
6.64
6.07
98.74

0.928
0.775
0.241
0.243
0.238
6.63
6.36
98.92

0.933
0.793
0.308
0.244
0.248
6.40
5.48
98.92

τ2

Table 3. Evaluation of performance in the KITTI standard
benchmark. The results of 3DFeat are reported in [53]. We evaluated the performance of FCGF using the pre-trained model provided by [10] with grid size 30 cm, the same one as all experiments
to its right in this table. STD stands for the standard deviation of
the term above it and symbol ”˜” represents ”Mink.”. For B-NHN,
α1 and α2 are 0.04 ± 0.04 and 0.06 ± 0.04, respectively.
{1, 1.5, 2}

φ
τ2
FCGF [10]
Mink.+BN
Mink.+IN
Mink.+BIN
Mink.+NHN
Mink.+B-NHN

{2.5, 3, 3.5}

{4, 4.5, 5}

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

.05

.10

.20

0.939
0.915
0.926
0.920
0.951
0.956

0.873
0.643
0.796
0.706
0.919
0.923

0.371
0.069
0.229
0.100
0.685
0.755

0.944
0.927
0.947
0.931
0.966
0.969

0.846
0.760
0.869
0.778
0.929
0.936

0.410
0.205
0.461
0.249
0.804
0.849

0.945
0.941
0.960
0.936
0.973
0.977

0.844
0.802
0.905
0.820
0.934
0.948

0.450
0.315
0.556
0.361
0.814
0.874

Table 4. Evaluation of feature-match recall in the KITTI
resolution-mismatch benchmark. For B-NHN, α1 and α2 are
0.01 ± 0.06 and 0.07 ± 0.07, respectively.

in Sec. 4. In video-CT registration, only part of the entire surface in the CT scans can be observed using an endoscope. Therefore, nasal passages were manually segmented
from the mean model of the nasal cavity to get the indices
of vertices in the statistical shape model that belong to nasal
passages. Fig. 3 shows an example of a pair of the whole
nasal cavity and the right nasal passage. During training,
full-range rotation and partial cropping with cropping ratio
∈ [0, 0.5] were applied. As in Sec. 4.3, ACVD [49] was
applied to remesh the data with random target edge length
∈ [2, 20] mm. As the operation in Sec. 4.3, a grid downsampling is applied to the point cloud after remesing, with a grid
size equal to the sampled target edge length. This is to build
a sparse 3D volume for Mink. to process. During evaluation, the target edge lengths were 2 mm and φ mm for a sample pair. φ was set to 9 numbers ∈ [1, 5]; for each φ value,
1000 testing sample pairs with random mode weights, fullrange rotation, and partial cropping with ratio ∈ [0, 0.5]
were evaluated. We set the inlier distance threshold to
τ1 = 2φ mm to allow for more error in coarser-resolution
samples. Regarding the mode weight sampling, the first 10
mode weights were uniformly sampled ∈ [0, 2.5], [2.5, 3],
and [−3, 0] standard deviation of PCA results during training, validation, and evaluation, respectively. Table 5 lists
the feature-match recall performance of different methods.

5. Discussion
Although NHN and B-NHN perform well on the tasks
above, some limitations remain in their use. Compared to
global normalization techniques, NHN is sensitive to the

FCGF [10]
Mink.+BN
Mink.+IN
Mink.+BIN
Mink.+NHN
Mink.+B-NHN

{1, 1.5, 2}

{2.5, 3, 3.5}

{4, 4.5, 5}

.30

.50

.70

.30

.50

.70

.30

.50

.70

0.125
0.078
0.000
0.294
0.620
0.645

0.030
0.016
0.000
0.178
0.373
0.409

0.002
0.002
0.000
0.109
0.204
0.237

0.543
0.499
0.313
0.731
0.982
0.990

0.446
0.475
0.146
0.551
0.876
0.906

0.315
0.380
0.000
0.496
0.630
0.688

0.775
0.526
0.500
0.893
0.986
0.992

0.566
0.500
0.500
0.671
0.925
0.949

0.511
0.500
0.435
0.535
0.777
0.834

Table 5. Evaluation of feature-match recall on the clinical
dataset of nasal cavity. For B-NHN, α1 and α2 are 0.001±0.064
and 0.055 ± 0.107, respectively.

sparsity of 3D volume data because of the variability of
local neighborhood statistics, an issue which B-NHN mitigates by incorporating a weighted portion of global statistics. This limitation becomes more prominent when applied to sparse voxels, where the local neighborhood is
often empty. We also observe that the optimization of
α1 , α2 in B-NHN is prone to get trapped in local optima.
We observe that directly optimizing over all parameters in
the mismatch-resolution setting yields worse performance
compared with the 2-stage training strategy described in
Sec. 4.1, a specialized optimization technique could be
worth exploring. For now, we do not have a thorough understanding of why (B-)NHN performs well in the evaluated
data variation, resolution mismatch. We aim to investigate
more deeply whether the increased performance is indeed
caused by the aspects described in Sec. 3.1. If all convolution operations involved are changed to group-wise convolution, B-NHN-Conv reduces to LCN [38] under the following conditions: 1) the α1 and α2 are fixed to zero; 2) the
convolution kernel weights W are fixed to the identity mapping of the input voxel centered within the receptive field of
the kernel, to the output voxel. B-NHN-Conv reduces to
BN when fixing α1 and α2 to one and kernel weights W
to the identity mapping. The BN statistics µB , σB can be
replaced with those in IN, LN, etc, in which cases B-NHNConv reduces similarly.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we have confronted the challenge of resolution mismatch in 3D point correspondence estimation.
To do so, we proposed a new type of normalization, BatchNeighborhood Normalization, and showed that it increases
the robustness of 3D descriptors to point density variation.
In empirical experiments, our method surpasses the performance of state-of-the-art models in the resolution mismatch setting and performs favorably in the standard benchmarks. Based on the method design and experiment results,
we believe B-NHN is adaptable to other domains that employ convolution, including 2D CNNs and graph neural networks, and likely suitable for other types of data variation.
These areas provide interesting directions to explore for future work.
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